NATIONALISM,   1914-1920
who was in receipt of a large subsidy from the Administration,
took on new virulence under Saiyid Muhammad Ridha, son of
Saiyid Muhammad Taqi SharazI, the new Chief Mujtafud, \\ho
was entirely under his son's influence. Saiyid Mirza Muham-
mad Ridha, it was alleged/ was in contact \\ith the Bol-
shevists and with the Turks. He and his associate^ were arrested
in Karbala for fomenting disorders in September, 1919, but he
was released under guarantee from his father. In Kadhimain,
the hostility of the winter of 1918-19 had not abated.
In the south, as in Basra, sentiment remained in favour of the
British,2 In 'Amara, the Political Officer reported that 'the
year has been one of peace, nothing has occurred to belie the
sentiments expressed by the shaikhs towards the British Govern-
ment on the visit of the Civil Commissioner to "Amarah in
December, 1918, and one may suppose they were genuine.'3
In the north, in the Kirkuk district, elements of discontent
were reported by the Political Officer of the Division, Captain
S. H. Longrigg. He believed that within twelve months
trouble might be expected if efforts were not made to placate
the discontented sections of the population.4
In Baghdad, as in other districts, Nationalist agitation went
on largely under cover. Public meetings could not be held
except with government consent, although the mosques often
were used in the later stages of the Movement for political meet-
ings. Secret meetings were held in private houses. As no news-
papers were permitted save those owned by the Government,
placards and circulars were distributed in the city. Secret
societies embracing practically all the educated Muslims were
formed in every town. Nationalist agents were sent to towns
and tribes to stir up the country and to collect funds, ostensibly
for a National Secondary School in Baghdad but in reality to
1	Review C. Admin., 1914-1920, p. 144.
2	Admin. Report, 1919, Civil Administration, Mesopotamia, (Calcutta, 1920),
Part IV, Basra.
3	Admin. Report, 'Amatah Division, 1919 (Baghdad, 1921), p. 2.
4	Admin. Report, Kirkuk Division, 1919 (Baghdad, 1921), p. 5.
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